
Referral Letter Template

[Your Name]

[Your Title/Position]

[Your Organization/Institution]

[Your Contact Information]

[Date]

[Recipient's Name]

[Recipient's Title/Position]

[Recipient's Organization/Institution]

[Recipient's Address]

Dear [Recipient's Name],

I am writing to provide a strong recommendation for [Referral's Name], who is seeking [employment

opportunity/educational opportunity/etc.] within [industry/field]. I have had the privilege of working

closely with [Referral's Name] for [duration of your professional relationship], and I am confident in

their abilities and potential.

[Provide a brief introduction about your relationship with the individual. Mention how you know them,

in what capacity you have worked together, and any notable projects or achievements you were

involved in together.]

I have been consistently impressed by [Referral's Name]'s [list specific qualities, skills, and attributes

that make them stand out, such as professionalism, technical expertise, creativity, leadership

abilities, etc.]. Their dedication to [mention any relevant accomplishments, initiatives, or projects]

truly sets them apart.

In addition to their impressive professional skills, [Referral's Name] possesses outstanding

interpersonal qualities. They are an excellent communicator, able to convey complex ideas clearly

and work effectively within teams. Their positive attitude and willingness to take on challenges make

them a pleasure to collaborate with.



I have no doubt that [Referral's Name] will make a valuable contribution to any team or endeavor

they choose to be a part of. Their passion for [industry/field] and their commitment to continuous

learning and growth ensure that they will excel in any environment.

I highly recommend [Referral's Name] for [specific opportunity they are seeking], and I am confident

that they will thrive and exceed expectations. If you have any further questions or require additional

information, please do not hesitate to contact me at [your contact information].

Thank you for considering [Referral's Name] for [opportunity]. I am certain that they will bring the

same level of dedication and excellence to this new chapter as they have to their previous

endeavors.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]

[Your Title/Position]

[Your Organization/Institution]

[Your Contact Information]


